
verimize Verify Your Marketing Results



High Level Overview
Marketers and decision makers are worn out of navigating through 
the ever growing ad tech jungle. Hence, companies seek for a 
reliable source to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of these 
tools in real time in order to verify the true ROI. Thus far, this process 
has been done manually, periodically and in retrospect.

Why?

Verimize has unveiled its first of its kind marketing verification tool for 
the ever growing ad tech space. it's designed to help marketers and 
decision makers to validate and quantify the true value of their 
ad-tech solutions. 

What?

Verimize runs daily tests, measuring and comparing the 
performance of the client’s digital tech tools, giving a crystal-clear 
view of the ad-tech investment status in one easy-to-use platform.

How?
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Creates clarity and adds reliability to the ad tech jungle

Verimize



Fortune 500 brands utilize 
marketing technology tools, 
some over 30 at a time

Basic
Paradigms

Some companies hire an external 
service to manually evaluate the 
return on investment of the digital 
optimization marketing tools

This process (which is done 
retroactively) does not provide 
concrete data and analysis but rather 
the advisor's educated opinion
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What might effect your 
marketing results

Product 
price-point
& availability

The product is
awesome/ lousy

Seasonality External
events

Changes in
your brand’s
positioning

(other then your media buying method)

ROI



 User Dashboard 
Verimize provides its clients a 
comprehensive view over 
their digital activities true value

This graph demonstrates the 
comparison between the ROI 
with and without the paid lift.

A complete view of the digital 
activity by channel 



 Market Opportunity 
What are your company’s top 
marketing challenges?

Generating
traffic and 

leads

Securing 
enough 
budget

Managing 
our website

Identifying 
the right 

technologies 
for our needs

Targeting 
content for an 
international 

audience

Training our 
team

Hiring top 
talent

Finding an 
executive 
sopnsor

Proving the 
ROI of our 
marketing 
activities

65%

28% 26% 25% 23%
19% 17%

8%

48%



Business model

Advertisers / agencies

Set up fee

Companies add and 
eliminate tech tools on a 
quarterly basis. Verimize will 
charge a fix setup fee each 
time a new tool is added to 
the platform

SAAS fixed fee
Changes according to the 
volumes of the budgets

Optimization platforms

Re-selling

  We will offer our clients 
alternative (verified) tools 
and charge these vendors % 
of the deal



Verimize strives to expedite grows and profitability, with 
revenues rapidly increasing YOY

Verimize profit forecast



Client Acquisition Forecast
We Mapped our potential clients and set 
the sales goals accordingly

2

1

2

1

Tier 0 (Fortune 100) Tier 1 (Fortune 2000) Tier 2 (Top 10% SMBs) Tier 3 (SMBs)

1

3

10

2

6

4

1

3

7

4



Product roadmap 

Release 
milestone

Build
infrastructure Version 1.0

Product
launch Version 1.1 Version 2.0

Cost
50k$ 75k$ 75k$ 100k$ 100k$ 100k$ 125k$ 125k$

Q1 Q2 Q4Q3 Q1 Q2 Q4Q3

Integration 
and security

HTTPS/SSL 
Certificate

FB, Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest 
and Twitter Integration Google AdSense Integration Amazon Product Advertising API

System 
architecture & 
Infrastructure

Server-side: Develop Java 
framework with ElasticSearch as a 
query engine and couchbase DB. 

client-side: ReactJS 
AWS - Cloud Computing Services Add additional CPU and memory to 

servers to support new clients

IP will stay in-house (in Israel).

To reduce costs we will outsource the development of the framework.

System is robust and can easily scale to support additional clients.

System is agile and can support quick onboarding and short integration time.
 



“Verimize offers a much-needed solution to a 
significant pain point in our industry. Decision makers 
will finally be able to certify the effectiveness and ROI 
of their digital initiatives by the minute”

Testimonials 

Elad Goldenberg
Head of eBay Israel Business Unit



“As Head Of Global Ecommerce at SodaStrea, 
evaluating the true value and getting the most out 
of the marketing optimization tools was always a 
challenge. Verimize solution could remove the 
guesswork out of the process, deliver the most 
accurate snapshot of our online activities”

Yehoyada (Yo-Yo) Mande'el
CEO at Time To Know, Former Head Of Global 
Ecommerce at SodaStream

Testimonials 



While Verimize’s solution is much needed in the 
Ad-Tech industry, we need immediate funding to 
accelerate The product development and to 
ensure our marketing and sales efforts.

This is an exciting opportunity for investors to be 
involved from the ground level with a unique and 
powerful tool which does not exist today. 

Funding Needs Goal
$2,000,000



Pini Pur
Chief Executive Officer

Founder and CEO at Sentic,
Senior Marketing & Analytics Strategist at Sears 

An online marketing and digital analytics leader with over ten 
years in the field, Pini has overseen numerous projects for Fortune 
500 companies as well as several successful startup companies 
before co-founding Sentic Technologies.

The Team



Roni Tehori
Chief Technology Officer

Founder and CTO at Sentic, Software 
developer at Cisco

A proven leader in software development, for the last  seven 
years Roni has overseen the development and implementation 
of various applications in the defense and commercial sectors.  

The Team



Yael Silbermann – Romano
Chief Marketing and operations

Former VP clients & Strategic partners at Maple 
Digital Marketing
Marketing director at WEB3 Group  

A digital marketing professional with over 10 years’ experience 
working in marketing and client services across the Israeli tech 
and media industries. During the past 15 years, Yael managed 
numerus employees, established new business units and 
worked closely with tier 1 clients as PayPal, Ebay, and Procter 
and P&G

The Team



Thank You For Your Time!

 www.verimize.com  |   Info@Verimize.com

verimizeverimize

We would love to hear from you


